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Carmustine (BCNU) for recurrent glioblastoma multiforme: efficacy, toxicity and prognostic factors

Dear Doctor Norton,

thank you very much for the possibility to submit a revision of our manuscript “BCNU for recurrent glioblastoma multiforme: efficacy, toxicity and prognostic factors.” with the required formatting changes:

Major revisions:
1. Author list: the authors are now writing according to the preferred style and the submission system.
2. Authors’ contribution: The statement that all authors read and approved the final text is incorporated in the text.
3. Figure legends: A figure legends section is now integrated in the manuscript after the reference section.
4. References: References 21 is now corrected in the text.

Minor revisions:
1. Underlings are now removed from the text
2. Tracked changes are now removed
3. The “Patients and methods” section is renamed to “Methods”
4. Tables: The titles appear now above the table.

Please do not hesitate to contact as for performing any more changes.

With best regards

Thomas Reithmeier